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Abstract

In recent years, one of the most significant developments in both

the theory and practice of communication and networking has been

the closer coupling between the design of physical-layer functional-

ities such as coding and modulation, and the design of higher-layer

functionalities such as contention resolution and scheduling. This

closer coupling is characteristic of the cross-layer paradigm. It is

the objective of the present survey to spell out some of the basic

challenges, key communication settings, and crucial results, relevant to

cross-layer analysis and design for wireless systems. This work focuses

primarily on communication settings relevant to wireless cellular

communications, where cross-layer design principles have arguably

had the greatest impact on practical systems. In order to explore the

fundamental performance limits of wireless systems operating under

the cross-layer paradigm, the survey shows how information theory

and network theory can be leveraged to study issues such as channel

modeling, coding, source burstiness, throughput, delay, multi-user
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interference, multi-path fading, and energy constraints in a more

coherent overall analytical and design framework.

The survey first examines multiaccess communication channels, the

simplest example of a network setting where multiple users share a

communication medium. It reviews some of the pioneering work in

extending information theory to incorporate source burstiness and

queueing. It then examines cross-layer design approaches for multi-

access (uplink) fading channels in wireless communications. The key

concepts of stability region, throughput optimality, and delay optimal-

ity are introduced. Optimal algorithms which maximize throughput

and minimize delay for multiaccess fading channels with random

arrivals and queueing are characterized. Next, the survey focuses

on a similar setting for communication over broadcast (downlink)

fading channels, and introduce relevant results. Finally, it examines

the fundamental performance tradeoffs between power and delay in

single-user and multi-user communication over wireless channels with

energy constraints.
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1

Introduction

Over the last twenty years, dramatic advances in wireless technology

have redefined the basic terms of modern living. In bringing about

the wireless revolution, both the theory and practice of communication

and networking have had to adapt and evolve in fundamental ways.

Perhaps one of the most significant changes is the much closer coupling

between the design of physical-layer functionalities such as coding and

modulation, and the design of higher-layer functionalities such as con-

tention resolution, scheduling, routing, and congestion control. This

closer coupling is characteristic of the cross-layer paradigm, which has

strongly influenced the design and implementation of wireless systems

since the beginning of the century [8, 31, 56]. It is the objective of the

present survey to spell out some of the basic challenges, key communi-

cation settings, and crucial results, relevant to cross-layer analysis and

design for wireless systems. Given the wide impact of the cross-layer

paradigm over the last decade, we do not attempt a comprehensive

survey. Rather, we shall focus primarily on communication settings

relevant to wireless cellular communications, where cross-layer design

principles have arguably had the greatest impact on practical systems.

In these settings, the complex interactions among the physical, data

1
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2 Introduction

link control, and medium access control layers of the network stack

present both challenges and opportunities for enhancing network per-

formance. In order to explore the fundamental performance limits of

wireless systems operating under the cross-layer paradigm, we examine

how information theory and network theory can be leveraged to study

issues such as channel modeling, coding, source burstiness, through-

put, delay, multi-user interference, multi-path fading, and energy con-

straints, in a more coherent overall analytical and design framework.

1.1 Layering

The original seven-layer Open System Interconnection (OSI) framework

was developed primarily for wireline networks. While the OSI layering

hierarchy introduced much needed modularity and standard interfaces

into the network architecture, it also suffered from problems which were

apparent from the beginning. For example, it has been pointed out [21]

that multiaccess mechanisms (which contain elements of physical, data

link, and network layer mechanisms) do not fit naturally into the OSI

layering scheme. Nevertheless, the layering concept became dominant

over the years in the field of networking, and in some ways led to a

separation of research communities which were focused on attacking

problems relevant to specific network layers.

In a sense, however, the emergence of the OSI layered architecture

as a practical design paradigm was very natural. For networking lacked

(and still lacks) a fundamental theory which could explain and exploit

all the intricate coupling between various network functionalities. For

a long time, information theory, the foundational theory for communi-

cation, influenced networking mostly through the physical layer, where

coding, modulation, and detection were the main focus. Information

theory’s potential impact on the other network layers has been limited

in part by its inability to adequately account for source burstiness and

the role of delay as a key network parameter [27].

1.2 Information Theory and Network Theory

In networks, messages typically arrive at random instants, or in a bursty

manner, to transmitters. In information theory, however, it is typically
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1.2 Information Theory and Network Theory 3

assumed that there are infinite reservoirs of information bits arriving

at all transmitters, so that all users of the channel always have bits

to send. While this modelling assumption may be reasonable for the

point-to-point wireline link (for which information theory was originally

designed) [27], it is far from appropriate for network communication

situations, where source burstiness is central to the problem of resource

sharing among different users [21, 27]. Furthermore, source coding or

source ergodicity cannot be relied upon for smoothing over the source

burstiness, since the time scale required would be much larger than the

acceptable network delay. This implies that it is very difficult to perform

any meaningful analysis of network delay within the traditional infor-

mation theory setting. Thus, while the information theory framework

does a fine job in statistically modelling the communication channel,

and in capturing the performance tradeoffs among quantities such as

communication rate and error probability, it cannot easily character-

ize tradeoffs involving higher-layer quality of service (QOS) quantities

such as delay [8].

While the information theory approach focuses on physical-layer

issues, somewhat at the expense of higher-layer QOS issues, traditional

network theory does almost the opposite. Network theory gives sophis-

ticated analysis of issues such as source burstiness, network delay, and

buffer overflow, but often make simplistic assumptions concerning chan-

nel modeling, coding, and detection. For instance, the characterization

of the multiaccess channel as a collision channel is too simplified and

pessimistic from a physical layer viewpoint. Thus, while the informa-

tion theory and network theory approaches offer different perspectives,

each addresses only a part of the overall problem. In practice, there

exists a “bit pipe” abstraction in traditional networking, where as far

as the layers above the physical and data link layers are concerned,

the communication link is a bit pipe with a given rate suffering occa-

sional random errors. Research in the networking community tends to

focus on optimally allocating these bit pipes to randomly arriving traf-

fic, using techniques such as scheduling and contention resolution, in

order to optimize QOS metrics such as throughput and delay. Research

in the information theory and communication communities tends to

focus on building better bit pipes, using various coding, modulation,
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4 Introduction

and detection techniques, in order to optimize physical-layer metrics

such as energy per bit and spectral efficiency [8]. This effective division

has been caused partly by the lack of a coherent overall theory, and

partly by the OSI layering structure itself. With some notable excep-

tions (some of which will be explored in detail later in the survey),

the division continued until the end of the twentieth century. It was

then that Ephremides and Hajek, in a well-known survey paper [21],

outlined the challenges for the information theory and networking com-

munities in addressing this division. Fortunately, the tide began to turn

shortly after the appearance of the survey paper. The major impetus

for the turn was the increasing importance of wireless communication

and networking.

1.3 Wireless Communication

Three prominent issues in wireless communication are: interference

among multiple users, the time-varying nature of the wireless chan-

nel, and the limited energy resources of mobile devices. All three issues

accentuate the need for cross-layer design. Since multiple users inter-

fere within the inherently shared wireless medium, it is clear that the

stochastic nature of user activity is a key consideration. Furthermore,

the choice of the physical layer coding and modulation scheme has

important implications for how the multi-user interference is resolved.

For instance, whether the system uses a collision model (i.e., only one

user can successfully transmit at one time), CDMA (where multiple

users can send and be decoded simultaneously), or more advanced

multi-user coding techniques based on information theory, has a direct

impact on the performance of the wireless network.

Due to shadowing and multipath fading, the quality of wireless

channels can vary dramatically in both time and frequency. In stark

contrast to communication over point to point wireline channels, where

there is little need to consider variable transmission power and rate,

wireless communication can gain substantially from channel measure-

ment feedback, adaptive transmission power and rate allocation. For

instance, the optimal strategy for maximizing long-term throughput

over a single-user fading wireless channel (with channel side information
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1.4 Outline 5

at both the transmitter and receiver) involves a “waterfilling” strategy

where the transmitter sends more information in good channel states

and less or no information in poor channel states [30]. Within a multi-

user communication setting, a still more striking phenomenon called

multi-user diversity emerges. This is the observation that as the num-

ber of users (with independent and identically distributed channel fad-

ing processes) in a system increases, the probability that some user

has a very good channel state also increases. Properly exploiting the

diversity allows one to obtain a system capacity which is increasing

with the number of users [40]. Finally, channel fading introduces a new

source of randomness (in addition to background noise) to the coding

problem. Any sensible coding scheme must somehow average over both

sources of randomness. This raises the important question of how large

the decoding delay requirement is relative to the time scale of the fad-

ing process. When the encoder/decoder pair has enough time to aver-

age over the fading process, traditional information-theoretic notions of

ergodic capacity are relevant (in the sense that they provide meaning-

ful benchmarks for performance analysis). If not, alternative measures

of performance such as capacity versus outage [51] and delay-limited

capacity [37] are more appropriate.

Yet another fundamental difference between wireline and wire-

less sytems is the limited energy sources available for mobile devices.

Whereas wireline devices can typically operate at peak power and rate,

mobile wireless devices must optimize their transmission strategy over

fading channels to conserve battery power, maximize device lifetime,

while still meeting requirements on data rate, error probability, as well

as higher layer QOS metrics such as delay. This is a task which clearly

requires coordination across a number of different network layers. What

is clear from this discussion is that the “bit pipe” abstraction of the

physical layer discussed earlier simply does not suffice for the wireless

context. A much richer abstraction is needed [8].

1.4 Outline

This survey will review some key problem settings and results

where the cross-layer design paradigm has significantly influenced our
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6 Introduction

understanding of communication systems in recent years. We will pri-

marily focus on communication scenarios which are most important for

wireless cellular communications: single-user, multiaccess (many trans-

mitters and one receiver), and broadcast (one transmitter and many

receivers). In all these problem settings, it will become apparent that

many of the key physical-layer results in wireless communication devel-

oped during the 1990s need to be adapted and amended when higher

level QOS metrics are taken into account in the process of system

design. For a good survey of cross-layer control and resource alloca-

tion techniques for multi-hop wireless networks, we refer the reader

to [29].

The rest of the survey proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we examine

multiaccess communication channels, the simplest example of a network

setting where multiple users share a communication medium. We will

review some of the pioneering work in extending information theory

to incorporate source burstiness and queueing. We then examine cross-

layer design approaches for multiaccess (uplink) fading channels in wire-

less communications. The key concepts of stability region, throughput

optimality and delay optimality are introduced. Optimal algorithms

which maximize throughput and minimize delay for multiaccess fading

channels with random arrivals and queueing are characterized. In Sec-

tion 3, we examine a similar setting for communication over broadcast

(downlink) fading channels, and introduce relevant results. Finally, in

Section 4, we examine the fundamental performance tradeoffs between

power and delay in single-user and multi-user communication over

wireless channels with energy constraints. In our exposition, we focus

primarily on information-theoretic settings, since we are interested in

fundamental performance limits. Nevertheless, the cross-layer frame-

work we examine here applies equally well to communication systems

with other coding and modulation schemes.
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